Introduction
"Proxy warfare" is commonly used to refer to opposing powers using third parties as substitutes for fighting each other directly as opposing military forces; as one example from the Middle East, conflict between Israel and the surrounding Arab countries has been recognized as taking place within a global framework; during the Cold War, Israel was understood to have acted as a proxy for the United States' interests, with Egypt, populations in Jordan, Lebanon and Syria acting on behalf of the Soviet Union 1 . While "proxy warfare" usually refers to conventional military forces, it can extend to other forms of conflict; and, to a discussion in which the unit of analysis is relations between states, I offer the additional observation that, during the 1950s, different political parties' relation within states can also be characterized as "proxy warfare" as well, in some surprising and unexpected ways 2 . In Iraq, these espoused differing political positions took up opposing approaches on the issue of taxation in public discussions. Some groups sought to shift the tax burden to other forms of government revenue; these were allied with one side of the Cold War. Other groups insisted that paying taxes served as a crucial component to political subjectivity; these were allied with the other side of the Cold War.
Iraqis continued to use Ottoman honorifics-bey, pasha, and sayid-after the Ottoman Empire ended. So, too, was suffrage a privilege of property -owning adult men, as it had been under the 1876 constitution. A British civil servant working in Iraq, who wrote under the pseudonym "Caractacus" pointed out that: "Politically, the regime was based upon a parliament chosen by a complicated voting system which made it easy to pack" 3 . The 1946 electoral law retained a two -stage process, in which 100 citizens voted for one elector (either a local notable or someone loyal to them); these electors, in turn, chose representatives to the legislature's lower house 4 . In Iraq during the Hashemite monarchy, the ruling political parties were the Constitutional Union (Hizb al -Itihad Dastouri) and People's Socialist (Umma al -Ishtiraki) 5 . Nuri pasha al -Said chaired the first, which was predominantly Sunni in membership; and Saleh pasha Jabr chaired the second, of which most in its ranks were Shi'i Muslims. Both represented landowners, notables, and tribal leaders; both also sustained patronage networks. In addition, "both… were founded less on a body of agreed principles than on the personalities of their leaders, on their hopes of freedoms from disturbance and on a natural fear of sudden and unpredictable changes", 6 with "sudden and unpredicted changes" serving among their members as a euphemism for "taxation".
In postcolonial Iraq, the legally -registered opposition started with al -Hizb al -Watani al -Dimuqrati [the National Democratic Party] led by Kamil al -Jaderji 7 , which A.J. Toynbee described as "leftish" 8 . Even though the National Democrats spoke the language of reform did not mean that they could therefore be taken at face value as a reforming party;
9 a large number of the urban bourgeoisie (including left -to -center intellectuals, students, and professionals) found their political home in this party. Jaderji's principles of "democratic socialism" recognized private ownership and free enterprise, while promoting the nationalization of industry and state ownership of essential utilities 10 . Since the National Democratic Party articulated the interests of entrepreneurial capitalists (especially local manufacturers), it experienced some of its most interesting dynamics with the far Also during the Hashemite monarchy, the al -Hizb al -Istiqlal [the political party of National Independence] had been licensed in April 1946. Estabilished by prominent statesmen Muhammad Mahdi Kubba, Khalil Kanna and 'Abd al -Razzaq al -Zahir, it enabled "parliament to perform its traditional role as a place for opposition to the government to let off steam", 12 including many who had sympathized with Rashid 'Ali al -Gaylani's 1941 coup. After World War II, this party organized student demonstrations against the draft language of the Portsmouth Treaty, articulating wide -spread hostility toward Britain's policies in the region (in general) and in Palestine (in particular) 13 . With its own patronage network, this party's deputies in the legislature's lower house advocated the country's unification with Jordan At conflict in these political parties' members' debates about the electoral law, landownership, and taxation were questions regarding the nature of civil subjectivity. Key issues in this discussion (carried out in parliamentary chambers, on the pages of newspapers, and in diplomats' offices) included, "who should exercise power in the country?" as well as, "who should benefit from state resources, and how?" This discussion of specific events in Iraq can be understood as growing out of those regarding civil subjectivities of the broader Cold War outside the Middle East. On the one hand, Dylan Rodríguez describes "freedom" in the United States as an intersection between property and subjectivity; 22 and, on the other, David Shearer points to the importance of taxation in the Soviet Union, to discipline speculators and to augment municipalities' budgets 23 .
Ottoman Roots for Taxation in Iraq
It can be argued that Iraqis' political positions regarding taxation during the Cold War era grew from their communities' nineteenth -century experiences. Some of the atomic -era anxieties regarding taxation (particularly the answers proposed to the questions, "Should the tax burden be borne proportionately? And if not, who should bear a disproportionate part of the burden?") reflect the fact that such successor states as Iraq had inherited the multinational Empire's state -building experiments.
During the mid-nineteenth century, the Ottoman state's route to financial self -sufficiency was to extract taxes from the rural population 24 , and Mesopotamian tribes were settled to ensure the orderly collection of taxes 25 . Laws introducing private property were introduced to the three provinces that would become Iraq during the governorate of Midhat pasha (that is, between 1869 and 1872) 26 . During the first half of the twentieth century, the vast majority of the women and men living in the provinces, from North to South, continued to earn their livelihoods from cultivation.
Albertine Jwaideh pieced together the new laws governing landed property from records groups in Baghdad, Istanbul, and London
27
. Governor Midhat Pasha alienated state -owned (miri) properties. Those watered by rivers or canals were offered for sale on special terms, which included an enhanced tax liability. Those state lands, left vacant for extended periods of time, were offered for sale at auction. Finally, those watered by rainfall or waterwheels were handed over to their cultivators without charge 28 . Nuri pasha, on attaining his commission in the Ottoman Army at the age of 17, his "principal task was to collect taxes, mostly on sheep, from unwilling tribesmen all over the country"
35
. An attempt was made at the end of 1910 to exact from members of the Jaf tribe a heavy annual tribute; previously, they had paid little or nothing in the way of taxes. Mahmud pasha beg Zadah, was called into Mosul and retained as a hostage for a year. While Mahmud pasha was allowed to return home, further negotiations for the settlement of the tribe led to no result and no headway was made for a period of time 36 . At the same time, the Hashemite family of the sharif Hussein and his sons (who became monarchs in postcolonial Iraq and Jordan) were abandoning the Ottoman governorship of the Red Sea hijaz district. Once the Arab Revolt began, Sunni Arab officers (among them, Nuri pasha and his brother -in -law Jafar al -Askari) defected from the Ottoman Army in support of the sharif Hussein and his sons; later, these came to be known, collectively, as "the Sherifians". Having supported the eldest son, Feisal, on the battlefield, King Feisal I appointed these . Destruction of these land records permitted creation of new forms of political power. By persuading the tribal leaders their interests would be protected, the British were able to deliver a substantial rural vote in favor of Feisal I's programs 39 . In Baghdad, the "Sherifians" also used civilian offices to build patronage networks among their own followers. Yasin al -Hashimi serves as an example; while serving as Minister of Finance, he distributed tax exemptions, as well as contracts, jobs, and title deeds, so that "by the mid -1930s he had become a large land -owner and investor, the possessor of sixteen estates, each of which was between 1,000 and 2,000 acres"
40
. Feisal I's British advisors designed a constitutional system to balance the crown's centralizing powers with the tribal leaders' regional influence. This organic law permitted the King to appoint individuals to the legislature's upper house; which included 99 members, of whom 34 were tribal leaders. Its articles 45, 90 and 100, granted members of legislature the power to abolish or reduce taxes 41 . Both Nuri pasha and Salah pasha Jabr served in the upper house; from this new location, these individuals continued the legal modernization of the Ottoman period-to their own benefit.
Eventually, many Amara landlords joined the Constitutional Union political party. Elizabeth Fernea visited the home of one of these; there, she described an eclectic mixture of Ottoman heirlooms and nouveau riche vulgarity; "on the mantelpiece of the artificial fireplace stood, reflected in an oval gold -framed mirror, a full -size Coca -Cola advertisement (a girl in white shorts and sailor blouse lounged beside a bright blue sea and smiled before the pause that refreshes), a fine Turkish silver coffee service, a painted plaster Dutch girl, and two glass candlesticks. In one candlestick stood a red twisted candle; in the other a green twisted candle; 'Merry Christmas' was spelled out on each candle in vertical gold paper letters" Even after two World Wars had passed, Nuri pasha retained a set of attitudes toward taxation that dated back to the Ottoman Empire. Now independent Iraq's Prime Minister, this man turned a general conversation regarding the weather to the political priorities of landowners and the state that reflected the needs of government. "It's humid here; in our country the weather is dry", observed King Saud; to which Nuri pasha countered, "this is unusual for Iraq; it usually doesn't rain this time of year", and King Saud further observed, "we have had unusual weather, too; more rain than last year". To this, Nuri pasha replied: "That's good for sheep. Lots of rain increases the value of meat" 44 . Banal though it was, such exchanges can be understood as the observation of a former Ottoman tax collector on prospects for state revenue in postcolonial Iraq.
Iraq's Underground Opposition
The Baghdad Penal Code of 1919 had forbidden publication of "newspapers, books, or printed matter exciting hatred or contempt against the Government or those invested with public authority, or in such a way to endanger the public peace against any class of persons;" those convicted under article 89 would be fined up to 50 Turkish pounds. . Members included 'Abd -ul -Qadir Isma'il al -Bustani, 'Abd -ul -Wahab Mahmud, Dhafir Salih, Hamid Majid, Mahdi Hashim, Musa Habib, Nuri Rufa'il, Sami Nadir, Wadi' Talyah, Yunan Frankul, Yusuf Matti, Yusuf Salman (party name, "Fahd") and Zaki Khairi; they represented communities in Baghdad, Basra, and Nasiriyah.
By the end of the year, the committee had decided to call itself the Communist Party of Iraq (Hizb al -Shuyu'i al -'Iraqi). As local activist Salim Aboud reported: "Iraq is an agrarian country; the chief occupations of its inhabitants are agriculture and cattle -breeding. A large part of the products of the peasants falls into the hands of the numerous feudal chieftains, sheikhs, and big landowners who, moreover, are often themselves in the clutches of usurers and foreign banks and companies"
47
. The committee's policies called for the dictatorship of workers and peasants; also, full protections for mothers; abrogation of both national and personal debts and mortgages; and finally, nationalization of all petroleum facilities, railways, and banks. The 1938 penal code of permitted those found guilty of propagating "communism, anarchism, or immorality" to be sentenced to seven years' imprisonment (law 51). Within the police, the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) concentrated on communists 48 . A plan to settle the Assyrian levies on Barzani tribal land led to the mobilization of tribal fighters 49 . This marked the bringing closer together of the organized left, and Kurdish tribal elements. A rebellion led by sheikh Mahmoud Barzani and his Kurdish followers lasted until 22 June 1932, when the government surrounded the sheikh near the northern border and he was forced to surrender to Turkish patrols 50 . Following these events in the North, the "Sherifians" in the legislature allied with both the old urban landholding elite and the tribal leaders to ensure passage of legislation to their mutual benefit 51 . 45 Majid Khadduri, James P. Piscatori, and George S. Together, these two groups passed a law granting extensive rights in virtually all spheres to landlords. Law no. 28 of 1933 strengthened landlords' powers; according to the terms of this "Law Governing the Rights and Duties of Cultivators", cultivators (fellahin) were held responsible for almost any disaster that might befall crops, on grounds of negligence 52 . Consequently, land taxes (expressed as a percentage of national income) fell from 42% (reported in 1911) to 14% (in 1933) 53 . The 1933 regulation also opened the way for acquisition of even more extensive estates 54 , since the law permitted fellahin to be evicted, if found guilty of "an act leading to the disturbance of peaceful relations between himself and others with a view to obstructing the management of the farm" 55 . Cultivators were not able to move from the land if they have not paid their debts 56 . The law also hindered development of a cooperative movement among rural residents 57 . The party's policies changed and developed as individuals joined and left the leftist movement for a variety of intensely personal reasons; the party enjoyed many supporters among both students and teachers. The myth of October 1917 drew Zaki Khairi (party name, "Jalil", "Grand") to leftist politics: "I was fourteen years old and at [a Baghdad] elementary school at the time… I still remember how the instructor-a humble man from the quarters of Abu Shibl-interrupted the reading exercise". The students had just read an Arabic text from the British -approved school curriculum, the author of which had "painted Bolshevism in a very dark color". The adolescent Zaki Khairy recalled that his teacher (responded to the text) explaining to the students, "The Bolshevik government… is the government of the poor. This is why it is regarded with hatred". Of himself, the former student recalled, "I was at a malleable and receptive age and the memory imprinted itself on me" 58 .
Recognizing the significance of the union of Kurdish tribes and the domestic left the fortunes of Iraq's communist party would rise and fall with developments outside the country's borders. Even though the local authorities had suppressed leftists during the Communist International's initial success, the government dropped its harassment of the organization when the U.S.S.R. became Great Britain's ally. groups in Iraq had already started to build bridges with the nationalist bourgeoisie 59 . This party's program came to prioritize "cooperation with the forces of peace" internationally, above the nationalist "liquidation of imperial domination", feudalism and capitalism within the country. Only then would it struggle with the "terroristic, dictatorial, fascist… regime", annul its reactionary laws, and restore the democratic freedoms of workers, peasants, and the working masses 60 . After World War II. the tax burden shifted to the urban working and middle classes 61 . Other dues, including sales taxes on fresh fruits and vegetables and customs duties on such imported items as fabric and tea, fell heavily on the lower economic strata of city dwellers 62 . Law no. 5 of 1948 raised the tax on agricultural products from 10% to 12.5% 63 . Even the following year, when the istihlak taxes on animal and agricultural products were reduced, the tax burden remained on the cities' poorer classes Exchange of telegrams about the establishment of diplomatic relations between the USSR and Iraq (that of the USSR dated 25 August, that of Iraq dated 9 September); both published correspondence was followed by arrival in Baghdad of a staff of diplomats for a new Soviet embassy.
British -trained, the CID had been devoted to political intelligence, counterespionage, and penetration of subversive organizations 70 . However, its head Bahjat Atiyah wrote: "close upon Britain's alliance with Russia in the World War, police measures against the Communists were relaxed… the Communists were regarded as a sort of 'sixth column' in the struggle against Nazi propaganda"
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. Following the USSR's joining the Allies and for the rest of World War II, the Hashemite government suspended harassing its citizens for their leftist beliefs. Official directive no. s 6.145 of 22 April 1943 prohibited law courts from hearing any cases involving communists without prior permission from the Ministry of Justice. A British advisor articulated this attitude of qualified tolerance, commenting on 'Aziz Sharif's application to register the Hizb al -Sha'ab [People's Party]: "I do not think that the fact that any particular signatory is not rich, or that others do not come from a well known family, or is not otherwise well known has anything to do with the question of their suitability to form a political party… One is reported to have been arrested for communism; is that a disqualification? There are many others who also have been so arrested but against whom it would be difficult to allege that they are otherwise unworthy citizens 72 . Also as a consequence of relaxation in the monarchy's harassment of the Left 73 , Moscow Radio broadcasts in English and Arabic came to reach just about every home in Iraq. Rural residents preferred to listen to broadcasts from the USSR and "countries with national democracies" as closer and more understandable than the broadcasts of western radio 74 . A contemporary described "a man would seek his employer's recommendation to enable him to buy a wireless set on hire purchase; if he was illiterate, as he probably was, this was his best source of information… a middle -class employer would be proud of the growing social awareness of his protégé"
75
. The number of people listening to these broadcasts increased every day, correspondents in Baghdad reported; "many send us your comments 77 . Listeners complained about the content: "the script is bad and almost never used", 78 and Aziz Sharif compiled a series of suggestions as to how the technical quality of radio broadcasts to the Arab world could be improved 79 . This shortwave service reported in Arabic that editors of the opposition newspaper, Sada al -Ahali (which had taken the place of the repressed al -Ahali). They wrote, "from 1941 to 1942 until 1949 to 1950, tax revenues increased from 13 million dinars to 25 millions". These monies-which the state collected overwhelmingly from the urban poor, leaving the rural landowners untapped-had come to exceed 36 million Iraqi dinars, "two -fifths of which are allocated for the expenses of the terror police, the Army, and the purchase of arms from the British and American death merchants". Simultaneous with the defense budget's satisfied demands, editors of this nationalist publication quoted the Manchester Guardian's report that 60% of Iraq's children: "die before the age of five because of the poor health conditions, lack of treatment, and the meager allocations for public health" 80 .
To the voice of the legally -registered opposition parties, al-Qaida (the Iraqi communist party's unregistered newspaper) added: "Behold… the landlords have invested nothing… irrigation is provided through public funds that obviously served the interests of landlords without comparable tax collection due to their obstructive political power. During the Cold War, a 'green revolution' was taking place, as a series of research and development initiatives to increase agricultural production in the developing world, with its promise of food security for those who lived in 'New Nations.' This 'green revolution,' the communists in Iraq, were concerned was leaving Iraq behind: "even promoting better agricultural production through the use of improved techniques in farming and the use of machinery and better seed and fertilizer are being neglected by landlords" 81 . It would seem that, after 12 years of implementation, the law on the "Rights 
Iraq's Legal Opposition
Even as it remained a concern among the shifting priorities of the political left, the question of taxation was central to the legal opposition's strategies state--building at the time. Again, developments outside Iraq influenced political discussions within the country. English being the most widely known foreign language in Iraq, local citizens read the Economist, the London Times, the New York Herald Tribune, and Time magazine, which were "more influential than their limited circulation would indicate" During the post -war period, the country's petroleum reserves offered the prospect of state income, which would diffuse class struggle between cultivators and landowners.. While previously, the country's principal exports were barley, date fruits, and rice; and while the currency remained stable, a new 24 -inch pipeline would care Basra oil to the port at Fao. The Development Board called for expenditure of $57,288,000 during fiscal year 1952, on irrigation, education, industry, mining, and construction of new roads across the country 94 . In celebration of the coronation of young King Faysal II, the directorate of propaganda within the Ministry of the Interior's prepared an album illustrated with a hundred photographs -and a map of key sites in the petroleum industry 95 . It was in such publications that Fred Twine introduced his idea that the social rights which states granted directly challenged the perpetuation of a stratified society. His idea grew from a group of concepts derived from T.H. Marshall's Citizenship and Social Class (1950), in which he observed that civic belonging had the capacity to diffuse class struggle 96 . According to Twine, Marshall observed that the "social rights of citizenship should be regarded as providing an equality of status that cuts across social classes;" along with civil liberties and political democracy, the social rights of citizenship challenged market capitalism's free operations 97 . The editors of Time magazine noted, "tax reform cold be one of the new frontiers… that we shall need for our next long full -employment boom" 99 . A visiting scholar noted, "The Iraqi educational system is an examination system;… Fewer than fifty per cent of all pupils who take the examinations pass them", so student dissatisfaction in the existing system was well -recognized 100 . Like their colleagues around the world, "the vast majority of men [on campus were] more conservative, and prefer dark suits… [among women] skirts and sweaters are definitely second choice to the 'regular' dress of wool or cotton" 101 . Campuses were multinational communities; an academic visitor noticed, "several displaced Palestinians, some [Jordanians], some Kuwaitis, some Saudi Arabians, and one from the Trucial Coast" of Oman
102
. Even among these conservatively -dressed students, another academic visitor had noted the extent of internationalism on campuses, "communist organizers have also attempted to ally themselves and their objectives with those of the nationalists, and in this way have also been able to increase their following in the past academic year" 103 . Certainly, the College of Pharmacy students were open to alliances with those in other faculties. Over the following days, 1,081 enrolled in the College of Law supported the pharmacists' strike, and the 300 at the Faculty of Medicine joined them; together, Baghdad's students staged the largest crowd the country had witnessed for several years 104 . Soon, students in other cities began to organize protests, and activists from opposition political parties began to join the students as well 105 . While some dismissed "the communist claim that their party prepared and headed this revolt" as "exaggerated;" 106 . Together, these varied groups presented petitions demanding electoral reforms, white -collar government jobs, social security programs-and tax equality 108 . While the legally -registered parties had initially encouraged the students to chant slogans against the regime, they soon lost control over the crowd 109 . Some shouted rhyming couplets against the Americans, the cabinet, the English, and imperialism; others called on Kamil al -Jaderji to establish a people's government; 110 still others proclaimed their support for Aziz Sharif and the "Partisans of Peace"
111
. The recently -formed Ba'th party organized the largest group of demonstrators behind the slogan "we want bread, not lead" as they confronted a solid line of police.
Three days of bloody fighting, paralyzed work in government offices, the police scattered 112 , and the government of Prime Minister Mustafa Mahmud al -Umari toppled 113 . Iraq's intifada of November 1952 was "an intoxicating moment and gave heart to all those who were frustrated with the status quo [when] demonstrations continued in the streets of Baghdad and spread to other towns"
114
. The British ambassador dispatched two oral messages to the prime minister: take all necessary measures to protect foreigners and their property, immediately for Reconstruction and Development", several years earlier 117 . Following student demonstrators' success, the nationalist members of the Chambers of Commerce pointed out that the Government had extended tax exemptions to practically all who received agricultural incomes. Such a 'discriminating' policy was "unfair to the citizens and out of line with the country's economic interests". Members of the Chamber regretted that government policy forced those who made money in commerce, invest it in agriculture, with the result that investments in industrial enterprises topped of at 5 million Iraqi dinars (1952) 118 . Speaking to al -Jaderji's National Democratic Party's core values, Iraq's Minister of Finance promised a revision of the tariff system, effectively closing local markets to the Coca -Cola advertisements, painted plaster ornaments, and twisted candles dear to the Constitutional Union Party's members. The Ministry of Finance simultaneously initiated a series of modest steps to ease the poorest Iraqis' tax burden, rescinding the istihlak (consumption) tax on fruits and vegetables, lowering customs duties on such staples as tea, sugar, and textiles
119
, and putting a ceiling on the price of most foodstuffs 120 . The "Sherifians" in the Senate organized their response. Nuri pasha al -Said and the Minister of the Interior, Sa'id al -Qazzaz, drafted a new law on associations, to suppress all existing political parties and non -governmental organizations-from the Pece Partisans, to their own Constitutional Union Party. When the first elections had been carried out in January 1953 under conditions of martial law and censorship; "most members of the former opposition parties boycotted the elections, claiming with some justification that they were being rigged; 121 as a result, the overwhelming majority of those elected to the legislature's lower house were supporters of Nuri pasha's recently -suspended Constitutional Union Party. While the Palace asked Dr. Fadhil al -Jamali to form a cabinet "representing a younger and more progressive generation;" it contained only two members from Nuri pasha's extended patronage network-which meant it enjoyed little support within the legislature.
As the editors of al -Shaab noted, the current system (which taxed consumption, not land) had been established by those in power, for their own benefit, and the proposed legislation threatened their tax -free enjoyment of rental income from their estates. The editors of al -Shaab cited independent reports that "stated that a large number of merchants and businessmen try to avoid income tax payments", adding "most landowners, lawyers, doctors, and a host of other free profession men do their best to get away from any sort of tax"
122
. The Iraq Times cited a survey currently in hand by two American specialists from the Point IV program, with the proposal that the country's tax and customs may be revised to the nation's benefit. Donald Jackson and Robert Kennedy were assigned to the Ministry of Finance. Jackson had lead the taxation department in the United States Department of Agriculture, and Kennedy had served as a lawyer in the U.S. tariff commission, previously assigned to Saudi Arabia. Jackson's assignment was to survey the existing tax structure and suggest means "to spread the tax burden equitably" and draft any necessary legislation; Kennedy would survey customs and tarrif structures, drafting legislation to "stimulate foreign trade in ways helpful to Iraq" 123 . While Nuri pasha's political clients continued their conversations with the Palace and the British Embassy, members of the repressed National Democratic Party and civil servants continued to pressure the Prime Minister. Editors at al -Zaman reminded Dr. al -Jamali that, "the condition of the Treasury since the end of the war has warranted the increase of taxes for more funds", continuing, "the objective of these taxes should be to realize social justice, elevate the standard of living, [and] invigorate trade and economic activity"
124
. Former finance minister Ali Mahmud al -Sheikh Ali published some of his concerns about the current budget on the pages of al -Zaman. Budgets contain mistakes, he wrote; the fault was not of a particular government, or a certain minister; rather, faults became compounded between successive governments, and under different ministers; there was, he acknowledged, "no adequate comprehension of financial rules whether in enforcing taxes or allocating funds"
125
. Under these circumstances, Dr. al -Jamali as Prime Minister proposed a new bill to tax agricultural outputs in Amara governorate (where members of the Constitutional Union party furnished their homes with silver coffee services, painted plaster Dutch girls, and glass candlesticks) 126 . The land tax bill, "naturally aroused the strong opposition of the powerful sheikhs and other landowners. Nuri appears to have promised the government his support over this measure, though he is critical of the way they are handling it, and it is the members of his own party (on which Dr. al -Jamali relies for support in the chamber) whose interests will be affected"
127
. By January, however, Nuri pasha was speaking "gloomily to Her Majesty's Ambassador about communists, student riots, the possible return of Rashid Ali, the weakness of the cabinet and the party system, and he now considers that 'repressive' reforms should precede progressive reforms" 128 . In King Faisal II's first "speech from the throne" before the parliament, the young monarch promised: "the just distribution of the benefits derived form the policy of development, which would be based on the following: "the spreading of the small land ownership to enable the greatest number of farmers to enjoy the right of property; the widening of social services of the State to the maximum extent; the amendment of the taxation laws to insure that the State burdens are justly distributed among taxpayers in conformity with their income", among other factors. While the newly -crowned king further promised that the "Government will submit several financial bills, the most prominent of which are the land tax bill and the unified civil service bill, for dealing with matters concerned with the civil service and its wages", he emperiled his most vulnerable ally, the Prime Minister.
The income tax bill brought down Fadhil al -Jamali's government 129 . Any bill that touched on questions of land ownership, land settlement or taxation alarmed the dominant landed interest in parliament 130 . While he had long been a target not only for leftist and nationalist opposition, this proposal emperiled his support among the supporters of Nuri pasha deputies in the parliament. Too conservative for the opposition, he was deemed too progressive for the old guard, who took strong exception to some agrarian and taxation projects of his cabinet" 131 .
Regional Roots for Taxation in Iraq
While a 1925 concession agreement's Article 27 permitted the Iraq Government the ability to tax the Iraq Petroleum Company, little revenue accrued to the state from these rights-at least, initially. During the first decade, political figures' competition hampered local government's ability to negotiate terms with a transnational company. A new concession signed in 1931 converted any taxes which might have been enforceable under Article 27 to a fixed annual payment of L9,000 until commercial exports began (and then, a paltry L6,000 on the first 4 million tons exported and L20,000 on each additional million tons). Contemporaries observed that such limited oil revenues were 128 Ibidem. . Finally, King Faisal's unexpected death during September 1933 foreclosed further negotiation between the government and the petroleum company. While a shift in the basis of wealth offered a new political group the potential to challenge landowners' access to public institutions, production and export of petroleum even declined-from 4.5 million tons in 1938, to 1.8 million tons in 1941-and lack of revenue resulted in shortages in the funds available to the government 133 . Petroleum -exporting states in the region began to re -negotiate the basis on which they collected revenues after World War II. These developments offered Iraqis both new opportunities, and cautionary tales. Would it be better to tax foreign petroleum companies than local landowners? should the Hashemites follow the example of their former rivals, the al-Saud family, and increase the percentage of royalties received on the value of petroleum exported? Should Iraq follow Iran's example, and nationalize petroleum? If it did, what were the risks? And if Iraq-following either model -were to increase government income, were land taxes merely one component of the kind of land reform which would yield an egalitarian political community?
As the U.S. brokered a rapprochement between the Hashemite kings and their regional rivals in Saudi Arabia, the Saudi experience had started to influence politics in Hashemite Iraq. During the early 1950s, Saudi Arabia's King Ibn Saud (and by extension, the government of Saudi Arabia) demanded and received a 50% royalty on the value of oil exported from the Arab -American Oil Company, ARAMCO. Then, the U.S. Treasury Department had allowed the petroleum companies to deduct the full value of any royalties paid to Saudi Arabia from their U.S. taxes; effecting the transfer of U.S. taxpayer dollars to the Saudi government without the consent of Congress
134
. As a U.S. journalist noted, "Iraq shows resentment that Britain or the United States should get such tax revenue from 'their oil. '" 135 In neighboring Iran, local political interests called for nationalization of petroleum, which concerned citizens felt would liberate the state from a series of agreements which they felt were unfair to local interests. As a US diplomat observed, "when the Anglo -Iranian Oil Company (AIOC) wants to be, it's just a private concern; and when it wants to be, it's an arm of His Majesty's government" In Iran the legislature's lower house (majlis) formed a special committee to study the Supplementary Agreement which regulated the relationship between the government and the AIOC 139 . Deputies of the Iranian opposition persuaded retired parliamentarian Mohammed Mussaddiq to return to politics in order to lead the campaign against the agreement 140 . Mussaddiq drafted a nationalization act, "all petroleum production will henceforth be managed by the Iranian government"
141 . With his draft in hand, the majlis petroleum committee responded with a demand for a 50-50 deal similar to that Saudi Arabia's King Ibn Saud had recently signed 142 , and announced it would only negotiate with the AIOC, not Britain's government 143 . The editors of the Iraqi newspaper al -Akhbar followed the fortunes of embargoed petroleum from neighboring Iran closely. Readers learned of the arrival of Italian tanker in Venice; Fifty days en route, the Miriella arrived laden with 5,000 tons of Abadan crude 144 . As soon as she put into port, AIOC lawyers convinced a Venetian court to seal her hulls. The newspaper's editor carefully laid out both positions: "the Oil Company lawyers have claimed that the Iranian nationalization is illegal and that therefore the shipment was stolen property;" however, "the lawyers of the Miriella will base their defense upon the fact that the Venice court has no jurisdiction" 145 . A twelve -day strike at the Abadan refinery meant that production dropped from the March average of 700,0098 barrels a day, to 565,335 149 . Britain announced it would bring suit against Iran in the International Court of Justice 150 . It was observed at the time, "Dr. Mussaddiq refused… from the beginning to accept the Court's verdict, for he was quite convinced that he could get the refineries going again with native labor and that he would have no trouble selling our oil all over the world" 151 . The Prime Minister's refusal allegedly took the form of 15 pages of foolscap paper, "watered down considerably from first drafts" 152 . The International Court rejected Britain's request for arbitration 153 , leaving the entire AIOC concession had become property of the Iranian state 154 , and the oil company's holdings were scheduled to be formally seized the following month 155 . "The cabinet's domestic policy program", the editor of Liwa al -Istiqlal wrote, "was based mainly upon utmost development of Iraq's resources towards a greater national income and upon just distribution of this income among the people through such means as wide -spread small agricultural holdings, expansion in social services, modification of taxes, increasing workers' share of the national income and last but not least increasing the pay of government employees. "'We are not being unjust to the cabinet, ' the paper wrote, 'if we ask it after being in power three months, to explain to the public what it has decided about those promises it made early in its assumption of office. The people are tired of promises and have come to realize that any reforms in domestic affairs or improvement in living standards they hope for cannot be achieved by cabinets that come to power through incorrect procedures and without the public having something to say in the matter" 156 .
With such close attention to Iran's nationalization, the question of whether foreign entities' taxes would replace or supplement those of Iraqi taxpayers emerged to split the government in Baghdad from its Opposition. In a press conference of February 1952, Prime Minister Nuri al -Said pasha categorized additional political interests into two separate groups: "the first party asked 50% of the crude oil out of the mouth of the well as the Government's revenue; they alleged that this share is more profitable for Iraq than obtaining 50% of the profits before the deduction of any tax;" while the second group called for nationalization. The Prime Minister continued, "let us suppose, we took 50% of the crude oil out of the mouth of the well and wanted to sell it, do you think that we could easily find a buyer who would pay the price we want?"
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Nuri es -Said regarded the Soviet legation in Baghdad as a center for subversive activities in support of taxes on agricultural land, for the nationalization of petroleum. Resources, and for Kurdish autonomy 158 . He shared his impression-that the Soviet embassy had been actively supporting communist activities with the distribution of pamphlets, books, and possibly money-with foreign journalists 159 . The Ministry of Foreign Affairs gave diplomatic staff at the USSR Embassy 24 hours to pack their personal effects and leave the country, without implying severance of ties between Iraq and the USSR 160 . In a reprise of Egypt's dismissal of the Turkish ambassador the previous year, the ministry of foreign affairs informed the Soviet government that Iraq was about to close its legation in Moscow "for reasons of economy" 
Ibidem.
The Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs instructed the USSR's Embassy in Tehran to request emergency transit visas for diplomatic personnel coming from Iraq 163 . Then, I.N. Yakushin handed Baha Awni his own note: "in view of the unfriendly attitude of the Iraqi government toward the USSR, as shown in a statement breaking off of relations with the USSR, the Soviet government has adopted the decision to recall its diplomatic mission from Iraq. The Soviet government deems it necessary to state that responsibly for these aforementioned acts is fully borne by the government of Iraq" 164 . With the diplomatic expulsion, interior minister Sa'id al -Qazzaz reported to a foreign journalist that shuttering the embassy was one of "a series of administrative ordinances by the new regime had shattered the communist party's organization and crushed its bid for control of disaffected elements" in the country 165 . According to the al -Akhbar editors, it was no accident that Iraq broke off relations with the Soviet Union 166 .
Conclusion
The 'proxy warfare' that characterized conversations about taxation in postwar Iraq, are similar to developments in Eastern Europe. Writing on the post -World War II period in Poland, Daniel Stone has noted the role of the Cepelia's organization in the development of folk art industries under the jurisdiction (first) of the Central Agency for Small Production, and then (later) the Ministry for Small Industry and Crafts. In some ways, his discussion can be helpful in terms of contextualizing the role of petroleum in discussions of taxation during the last years of the Hashemite monarchy in Iraq.
As Stone points out, the Government tightened its control over Cepelia's operations during 1951, de -emphasizing art in favor of mass production 167 . Delegates had already unleashed "a storm of criticism" on all aspects of Cepelia's work at a national conference held at the beginning of 1956, which proved to be a year of change. The delegates in attendance at this conference identified taxation to pose a particular problem, complaining that the existing system disadvantaged private contractors (even as they supported a centralized establishment and paid their turnover tax). The delegates demanded a 60% reduction in state taxes, in support of Cepelia's work. The Cepela conference of January 1956 further approved 163 "Situation Summary", CIA, "Iraq: relations with the U.S.S.R. " (7 January 1954). a document, "Conclusions and Postulates", which demanded a return to the pre--communist cooperative movement, proclaiming that the political goal of such a movement was to harness the "joint help of members in their difficult material situation by working together… to combat in the difficult conditions of capitalism".
With the political changes which followed the 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union which occurred the following autumn, Cepelia came to enjoy greater autonomy in Poland-which, in Stone's opinion, enabled the organization to meet market conditions better. Its salary structure was revised, the organization reopened its own stores, took control of its own warehouses, and enjoyed a change in its tax status.
Discussion of Cepelia's tax status offers the opportunity to break down the exceptionalism that frequently characterizes assessments of petroleum in a "proxy battle" of rival political parties in Hashemite Iraq at the same point in time. In Iraq, the Constitutional Union and National Democratic political parties were local organizations embedded in networks that extended beyond the country's borders (in the first case, with the Ottoman Empire's state structures, as well as the Embassy of Great Britain; in the second case, with the communist party). In Iraq, these espoused differing political positions took up opposing approaches on the issue of taxation in public discussions. Before its dissolution, the Sunni members of the Constitutional Union party and the Shi'I allies in the Umma Socialist party enjoyed tax -free wealth from landholdings that came to them from their military service with the "Sharifian" army. Subsequently dominating the national legislature, this group enjoyed as much success shifting the tax burden to urbanites, as they were in security their privileges as landlords by law.
Daniel Stone goes to some effort to describe the values of Cepelia's founders; in particular, their efforts to alleviate rural poverty. Among that generation of Poles was a general impression that "land reform would not stop the migration of peasants to the city where they would fare poorly because most lacked technical skills and only a few were psychologically prepared for factory discipline" 168 . In Iraq, local activists were also concerned for rural residents' futures; linked by ties of kinship and language, and informed by the shortwave radio broadcasts to which they listened, only the full violence of state organizations could dissuade them from founding their own cooperative associations.
In Iraq, some groups insisted that paying taxes served as a crucial component to political subjectivity. While these initially included the businessmen who had joined the Chambers of Commerce and al -Jaderji's National Democratic Party, a series of developments pushed them into alliance with political forces to their left. These historical shifts included a wartime alliance between Great Britain and the U.S.S.R., which led to both dissolution of the Communist International (and it support for anti -imperialism among local communist parties) and the temporary 168 Stone, "Cepelia", 292.
cessation of local police harassment of internationalist groups. This temporary alliance between the nationalist and anti -imperialist forces established a collaboration that persisted, even deepened, when political parties were dissolved. In Iraq, the students' demonstration and new electoral law gestured toward a more inclusive political order; in order to foreclose political parties' further proposals to extend taxation to landed interests (an issue which brought down the cabinet of Fadhil al -Jamali), the authorities suspended all political parties-and finally expelling the Soviet diplomatic mission. Even these extraordinary measures were insufficient to displace the discussion about the role of taxation with regard to citizenship; a discussion which returned with signature of a new petroleum agreement.
Elizabeth Bishop

Proxy Battle of the Cold War: Taxation in Hashemite Iraq
Summary After World War I, the Senate represented Iraq's landholding class, ensuring passage of the 1933 "Law Governing the Rights and Duties of Cultivators" to regulate landlord--tenant relations; after World War II, however, the legislature's lower house resisted the Senate with regard to the question of taxation. How were the country's new petroleum revenues to be disbursed? If these were directed to the national income, then they would become subject to the Constitutionally -ordained parliamentary process which governed passage of the national budget; if, however, they were directed to the Development Board, their expenditure would remain (unaccountably) in the hands of the Cabinet members who had negotiated the new agreement with the petroleum companies. This discussion contextualizes petroleum's role in Iraq's tax system during the Hashemite monarchy, via Poland. There, taxation of Cepelia disadvantaged private contractors; after 1956, the folk art industries cooperative's salary structure was revised, it reopened its own stores and took control of its own warehouses, and enjoyed a change in its tax status.
